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Chapter 1

Running the code that prints
the equations

The most fundamental part of ACDC is the source code acdc date.pl (currently
acdc 2015 08 08.pl) written in Perl. It takes as input a list of clusters, some properties
of these clusters, and specifications of which processes are allowed. As output, it prints
Matlab or Fortran codes containing the birth-death equations. When using the Matlab
option, it also prints a file with equations for the fluxes between different cluster sizes, as well
as a driver file for integrating numerically the birth-death equations. In case of the Fortran
version, the driver file needs to be prepared separately.

The birth-death equations (and flux equations, the driver function etc.) are created
using the command (in Windows and Linux)

perl acdc 2015 08 08.pl <options>

or (only in Linux)

./acdc 2015 08 08.pl <options>

where the possible options are listed in Chapter 2. In Windows, you might need to
include the full path (that is, replace perl by C:\Perl\bin\perl.exe or wherever Perl is
installed). From Matlab, you can call the Perl script as

system(’perl acdc 2015 08 08.pl <options>’)

or in Linux also with the other version inside the system command. A simple exam-
ple would be

perl acdc 2015 08 08.pl --c cluster set.txt --no evap --temperature 298.15

where the file cluster set.txt specifies the set of clusters and the masses, densities and
charges of the molecules, no evaporation processes are allowed, and the temperature used
for computing hard-sphere collision rates is 298.15 K.
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Chapter 2

Options for creating the
equations

2.1 Specifying the system

2.1.1 --cluster set file name name
--c name
--input file name name
--i name

File specifying the set of clusters and the molar masses, densities and charges of the molecule
types.

2.1.2 --loop

Use a loop in the Fortran codes (not available for Matlab) instead of writing out all equations
and rate constants.
Note: use this option only for a big box-shaped system - no fancy boundary conditions are
possible.

2.1.3 --loop max ratio mol

same as loop, but for a 2-component system in which the principal building block is the
molecule with the name ’mol’, and the maximum number of molecules of the other type is
according to what is given in the input file (e.g. largest cluster = 10A20N→ max. A:N ratio
1:2, when A is the building block)

2.1.4 --loop cs

Same as loop, but outgoing collision products stay at the boundary instead of going out.

2.1.5 --keep boundary clusters

Save the fluxes to and from each boundary cluster in the Matlab version (to track what
exactly is going to the boundary and how it comes back).
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2.1.6 --save outgoing

Concentration output includes the concentration of clusters lost from the system by nucle-
ation, coagulation and wall-losses.

2.2 Specifying the cluster properties

2.2.1 --free energy file name name
--evap file name name
--e name

File containing cluster free energies. The first two lines must contain the pressure and
temperature at which the energies are given, respectively. For more details, see Sect. 3.2.

2.2.2 --dip file name name
--dip name

File containing dipole moments (D) and polarizabilities (Å3) of neutrals.

2.2.3 --radius file name name
--rad name

File containing radii of molecules and clusters.

2.3 Output files

By default, the Perl code prints out the birth-death equations in the file equations acdc.m,
rate constants in the files get coll.m, get evap.m etc., and the commands for running a
simulation in the file driver acdc.m. In the Fortran version, the outputfiles are called
acdc equations.f95 and acdc system.f95. When running a simulation in Matlab, the dif-
ferent codes call each-other by name, so manually renaming one of the files after running
acdc.pl requires modifying all other output codes that call it. In the Fortran version, the
file names matter only when compiling the code, but the subroutine names must be con-
sistent. This section presents options for specifying different non-standard names for the
output files (and subroutines), that are then directly included in the other output codes (and
subroutines).

2.3.1 --append to file names ending
--append ending

Append the same ending to all output file names, including get coll etc.

2.3.2 --driver file name name
--d name

Give a different name to the Matlab function for running the simulation.
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2.3.3 --output file name name
--o name

Give a different name to the Matlab/Fortran file containing the birth-death equations.

2.3.4 --flux file name name
--f name

Give a different name to the Matlab file containing the flux equations.

2.3.5 --system file name name
--syst name

Give a different name to the Fortran file specifying the system.

2.4 Other output-related options

2.4.1 --fortran

Print the code in Fortran instead of Matlab

2.4.2 --print boundary

Print out how each cluster that has grown too far in a wrong direction is brought back to
the boundary.

2.4.3 --old output order

--old output

Old output order: converged is the last output argument (this was the default up to version
2014-11-03).

2.4.4 --all collisions

--keep useless collisions

Print equations also for reactions of the form x + y → x + y; by default these are left out.

2.5 Losses:

This section presents different approaches for implementing external loss terms. There are
three different physical processes that are covered by the term “external losses”: losses to
walls (this is related to chamber and flowtube experiments), losses to a background population
of large particles (that is, some particles that have nothing to do with the simulation; using
particles formed in the simulation as a condensation sink is discussed in Sect. 3.1.5), and
losses due to dilution by mixing clean air into a chamber experiment (this mainly refers to
the CLOUD experiment). While the physical prosses causing the loss is different in the three
cases, the effect on the concentrations is similar (a term ∝ −Ci in the time derivative of each
concentration Ci), the main difference being the size dependence of the loss coefficient.
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Note: if some losses are disabled, all others are used, and if some losses are used, all
others are disabled. You should either specify which losses to use or which losses to disable,
but not both.

2.5.1 --use wall terms

Uses wall losses.

2.5.2 --wall terms option
--wl option

Available wall loss options: cloud4, cloud4 exel file, cloud4 Andreas, cloud3, ift, diffusion,
exp loss, value in 1/s.

2.5.3 --flowtube radius radius

Flowtube radius in cm for wall loss option ’diffusion’.

2.5.4 --flowtube pressure pressure

Pressure inside flowtube in Pa for wall loss option ’diffusion’.

2.5.5 --exp loss coefficient A

Constant pre-factor A for wall loss option ’exp loss’, which is of the form A×(d/dref)
B , where

d is the diameter.

2.5.6 --exp loss exponent B

Exponent B for wall loss option ’exp loss’, which is of the form A× (d/dref)
B , where d is the

diameter.

2.5.7 --exp loss ref cluster clust

Reference cluster for dref for wall loss option ’exp loss’, which is of the form A × (d/dref)
B ,

where d is the diameter.

2.5.8 --wl coef file name name
--wlfile name

File containing wall loss rates for all the clusters in s−1 (if no built-in parameterization is
used). Format: <loss rate> <cluster>

2.5.9 --wl only clust,value

Use for cluster ’clust’ the wall loss ’value’ instead of the parameterization or value used for
other clusters.

2.5.10 --disable wall terms

Disables wall losses.
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2.5.11 --use coag sinks

Uses a size-independent coagulation sink corresponding to Hyytiälä conditions.

2.5.12 --cs value value

Value of the coagulation loss constant in 1/s.

2.5.13 --disable coag sinks

Disables coagulation sink.

2.5.14 --use dilution

Uses dilution losses.

2.5.15 --dil value

Dilution loss value in 1/s (default: 9.6e-5).

2.5.16 --disable dilution

Disables dilution losses.

2.5.17 --fwl

Ion enhancement for wall losses (default = 3.3).

2.5.18 --fcs

Ion enhancement for coagulation sink (default = 1).

2.6 Options disabling some collisions or evaporations:

2.6.1 --disable evap

--no evap

Disables all evaporations.

2.6.2 --disable boundary

Disables collisions and ionization/recombination resulting in clusters outside of what we are
simulating unless they lead to ’nucleation’.

2.6.3 --disable boundary ionization

Disables ionization/recombination resulting in clusters outside of what we are simulating
unless they lead to ’nucleation’.
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2.6.4 --disable excluded

Disables collisions and ionization/recombination resulting in clusters outside of what we are
simulating.

2.6.5 --disable excluded ionization

Disables ionization/recombination if we don’t have the correponding ionic/neutral cluster in
the system.

2.6.6 --disable nonmonomer evaps

--no nonmonomer evaps

--me

Only monomers are allowed to evaporate.

2.6.7 --disable nonmonomers

--no nonmonomers

--m

Only monomer collisions and evaporations.

2.6.8 --nonmonomer only clust
--cluster collisions only clust

Exclude cluster-cluster collisions, except when one of the partners in ’clust’ (you can define
several of these).

2.6.9 --enable rec nonmonomers

Allow recombination of clusters when otherwise only monomer processes are considered.

2.7 Options for setting manually the rates or products
of some process(es):

2.7.1 --ion coll method

Dictates how we enhance ion-neutral collisions (Su73, Su82, constant, small).

2.7.2 --sticking factor number

Adds a sticking coefficient to neutral-neutral collisions.

2.7.3 --sticking factor ion neutral number

Adds a sticking coefficient to ion-neutral collisions.
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2.7.4 --sticking factor file name name

File containing scaling for collision rates, given as sticking probabilities. Format: <sticking
probability> <optional (otherwise the probability is added to all neutral-neutral collisions):
molecule name label (then the probability is added to all collisions involving the type) or
colliding cluster> <optional: if the previous column is a cluster name, the other colliding
cluster can be given here if the probability is only for this specific collision>

2.7.5 --scale evap factor number

Scaling for evaporation rates, given as a correction to the reaction free energy change.

2.7.6 --scale evap file name name

File containing scaling for evaporation rates, given as a correction to the reaction free energy
change. Format: <change to Delta G> <evaporator> <mother cluster (optional, otherwise
evaporations from all clusters)>

2.7.7 --nonstandard reaction file name
--nst name

Collisions with non-standard products (eg. breaking due to energy nonaccommodation).
Format e.g.: 4A4N 1A .3 out .7 4A4N .7 1A.

2.7.8 --collision coef file name name

File containing rates for specific collisions in m3 s−1; these are used as they are, i.e. sticking
factors, fcr’s etc. are not added. Format: <collision rate> <collider 1> <collider 2>

2.7.9 --evaporation coef file name name

File containing rates for specific evaporations in s−1; these are used as they are, i.e. scaling
factors, fcr’s etc. are not added. Format: <evaporation rate><mother cluster><evaporator
(optional, otherwise the rate applies to all evaporations of the mother cluster; which is useful
e.g. if the rate is set to zero)>

2.8 Options related to charger ions:

2.8.1 --no generic ions

--no gen

Disables generic ions.

2.8.2 --no generic neg

--no neg charger

Disables generic negative ions.
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2.8.3 --no generic pos

--no pos charger

Disables generic positive ions.

2.8.4 --charge balance

--cb

1 (-1)→ set positive (negative) charger ion concentration to match overall negative (positive)
charge.

2.8.5 --nitrate

Use nitrate dimers mass and density for negative charger ions.

2.9 Other basic options:

2.9.1 --rh number

Calculates the equilibrium hydrate distribution for all the clusters for which hydrate ener-
gies are available at the given rh (in percent), and uses the average hydrate collision and
evaporation rates.

2.9.2 --temperature number
--t number

Temperature (mainly if you are using H and S at a different temperature to get G, or don’t
have evaporations at all).

2.9.3 --variable temp

Prints the collision and evaporation rates and charge enhancement factors as functions taking
in the temperature, so simulations can be done at different temperatures without rerunning
the Perl script.

2.9.4 --increase time

Increase the length of the simulation if it doesn’t reach a steady state (default: run the
simulation for a fixed time). This can also be accomplished with the keyword ’repeat’ when
running the Matlab driver.

2.10 MCMC options:

This section contains options for doing Markov chain Monte Carlo simulations where the
collision and/or evaporation rates (or possibly wall losses etc.) are treated as free parameters.
These only work with the Fortran version.

2.10.1 --evap coef mcmc

MCMC coefficients for evaporation rates.
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2.10.2 --coll coef mcmc neutral

MCMC coefficients for neutral-neutral collision rates.

2.10.3 --coll coef mcmc ion

MCMC coefficients for neutral-ion collision rates (including charger ions).

2.10.4 --coll coef mcmc rec

MCMC coefficients for ion-ion recombination rates.

2.10.5 --coll coef mcmc charger

MCMC coefficients for neutral-charger ion collision rates.

2.10.6 --coll coef mcmc

MCMC coefficients for all collision rates.

2.10.7 --l q neg mcmc

MCMC coefficients for negative charger ion source term.

2.10.8 --l q pos mcmc

MCMC coefficients for positive charger ion source term.

2.10.9 --l wl mcmc

MCMC coefficients for wall loss term (same for all clusters, no charge enhancement).

2.10.10 --wl mcmc only clust

Use MCMC wall losses only for cluster ’clust’.



Chapter 3

Files used by the Perl code

3.1 Cluster set file

The cluster set file defines (or input file) the set of clusters used in the simulation, the
properties of the molecules constituting these clusters, and the criteria for clusters growing
out of the system. An example cluster set file is shown in Figure 3.1.

3.1.1 Defining the number of molecules

The first line must have as many columns (=words) as there are molecule types in the file.
There may be a comment symbol # at the beginning of the line, and this is not counted as a
column. The content of this first line does not matter otherwise, it can be used for instance
as a title line giving the full molecule names.

3.1.2 Defining the molecules

Lines 2-10 in the cluster set file of Fig. 3.1 define the names and properties of the molecules.
The order of these lines is not important: the keywords at the beginning of the line, for
instance “name” or “mass” tell the code which property it should read in from theis line.
The molecule names given on the line “name” must correspond to those used in the energy
file. Only the properties needed for running the code need to be given. After the keywords,
you can have some extra words (like “[g/mol]:”). The values are read starting from the right,
so no comments are possible at the end of the line.

The keywords “acid strength” and “base strength” are related to how clusters growing out
of the system in a forbidden direction are treated. When a cluster grows out of the studied
set of clusters but does not fullfill the nucleation criterion, it is brought back to the studied
system by removing molecules from it. It is usually reasonable to remove the molecules so
that the ratio of the number of acid and base molecules approaches 1 and the weaker acids
and bases are removed before the stronger ones. The relative strength of different acids or
bases is expressed as positive whole numbers, and only the order, not the absolute value,
of these numbers matter. Acids are defined to have a base strength of -1 and vice versa.
Molecules that are neither acids or bases (or both weak acids and weak bases) are given an
acid and base strength of 0.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

# sulphuric acid bisulphate ion dimethylamine proton
name: A B D P
charge: 0 -1 0 1
corresponding neutral molecule: - A - -
corresponding negative ion: B - - -
corresponding positive ion: - - 1D1P -
mass [g/mol]: 98.08 97.08 45.08 1.00
density [kg/m**3]: 1830.0 1830.0 680.0 -
base strength: -1 3 2 -1
acid strength: 2 -1 -1 3
####################################################
# Neutral clusters:

1-2 0 0 0
# with DMA

0-2 0 1 0
0-2 0 2 0

####################################################
# Nucleation criteria:
out neutral 3 0 3 0
####################################################
# Negative clusters:

0-1 1 0 0
# with DMA

0-1 1 1 0
1-1 1 2 0

####################################################
# Nucleation criteria:
out negative 2 1 0 0
####################################################
# Positive clusters:
# with DMA

0-2 0 1 1
0-2 0 2 1

####################################################
# Nucleation criteria:
out positive 2 0 3 1

Figure 3.1: An example cluster set file. The number of columns on the first line of the file,
not counting the # symbol, defines the number of molecule types. Other lines starting with
# are comments and not read by the Perl code.
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37
38
39
40

####################################################
coagulation sink 3 0 3 0
coagulation sink neg 2 1 3 0
coagulation sink pos 3 0 3 1

Figure 3.2: Lines that could be added to the file of Fig. 3.1 to define condensation sink
clusters.

3.1.3 Defining the clusters

Lines 13, 15-16, 22, 24-25 and 32-33 define the clusters used in the simulation. For instance,
line 16 defines the clusters (H2SO4)0-2 ∗ (DMA)2. These lines need to have exactly the right
number of columns; no comments are allowed either at the beginning or end of the line.

3.1.4 Defining which clusters can grow out of the system

Lines 19, 28 and 36 starting with “out neutral/negative/positive” define the criteria for
clusters to grow out of the system. These out-grown clusters cannot evaporate back to
smaller sizes, so the criteria should be chosen so that the out-grown clusters can be expected
to be stable (= to have low evaporation rates). If several charging states (neutral, +1, -1)
are present in the set of clusters, each of these needs its own formation criterion in order
for clusters to grow out with this charging state. However, it is also possible to use a closed
system from wich clusters cannot grow out at all, or only allow growing out in some charging
states but not others.

3.1.5 Defining a condensation sink cluster

Clusters that have grown out of the system are by default lost from the simulation and
can no longer collide with other clusters and molecules. It is also possible to keep them in
the simulation as a condensation sink represented by one cluster size. (That is, the whole
distribution of clusters and particles larger than those in the simulation are represented as
one monodisperse mode. However, when using ions, separate condensation sinks can be used
for each charging state +1, 0 and -1.) The condensation sink cluster acts as a sink for all other
clusters and molecules: this reduces the concentration of the other colliding species, but does
not change the size or concentration of the condensation sink cluster, except that collisions
with ions change one kind of condensation sink cluster into another one corresponding to
the new charging state. Condensation sink clusters can also be lost due to external losses or
self-coagulation.

The size and composition of the condensation sink cluster(s) are defined in the cluster set
file (Sect. 3.1) using lines starting ’coag’ (or ’coag neg’ and ’coag pos’ for the charged particles.
An example is shown in Fig. 3.2. Note that the size of the representative condensation sink
cluster does not need to match the cluster formation criterion of the corresponding (or any)
charging state.

3.2 Energy file

Figure 3.3 shows an example energy file. The first two lines of the energy file must contain
the pressure (in Pa) and temperature (in K) at which the energies are given. Note that
this pressure corresponds to the (hypothetical) partial pressure of each individual molecule
and cluster type used when computing the energies and has nothing to do with the pressure
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

101325
298.15

# Positive molecular ions (relative to HDMA+)
1N1P 18.5392470893
1D1P 0

# Neutral
2A -7.8850671487
1A1N -7.60946625487
2N 4.1951813712
1A1D -15.4013431592
2D 3.5390031363

# Negative

1A1B -34.5099699822
1N1B 1.2338196885
1D1B -.8546258705

# Positive

1A1N1P 2.9422757950
2N1P -2.0535640376
1A1D1P -10.8316797844
2D1P -16.8947253990

Figure 3.3: An example energy file. Lines starting with # are comments and not read by the
Perl code.

corresponding to the ACDC simulation. The temperature, on the other hand, is assumed
to be the temperature at which the ACDC simulations will be performed, unless otherwise
specified.

The other lines in the file can a) be empty, b) start with # and contain a comment,
c) contain a cluster name and the corresponding Gibbs free energy G (in kcal/mol), or d)
contain a cluster name and the corresponding enthalpy H (in kcal/mol) and entropy S (in
cal/(mol K)), in which case the code computes the Gibbs free energy as G = H − TS. The
energies and entropies can be given either as total energies and entropies of the clusters or as
formation energies and entropies relative to the free monomers, but the same approach must
be used for all species. The (formation) energies and entropies of monomer are by default
assumed to be zero, and only need to be given in the energy file if they are not zero.

3.3 Dipole moment and polarizability file

When using ions, the dipole moments and polarizabilities of all neutral molecules and clusters
are needed in order to calculate the ion-neutral collision rates. These are read by the Perl
script from a file (see Fig. 3.4), and the name of the file is specified by the command
line option “--dip file name name”. The dipole moments are given in Debye, and the
polarizabilities in Å3
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1A 3.0321 4.34033014235
1N 1.7188 1.41960951737
1D 0.9787 4.89305910893

2A 0.0016 9.06149498821
1A1N 5.2591 6.07260939684
2N 0.0002 3.1059515119
1A1D 8.7554 9.36675548986
2D 0.0002 10.1699166156

Figure 3.4: An example dipole moment and polarizability file. Each line contains a cluster or
molecule name, and the dipole moment (in Debye) and polarizability (in Å3) of the cluster
or molecule. When using the Su & Bowers 1973 parameterization, two lines with the scaling
constants of the dipole term need to be added at the very beginning of the file (first line:
scaling factor for monomers, second line: scaling factor for clusters).

3.4 Cluster names

The cluster names in ACDC do not follow the normal naming convention from chemistry.
Instead, the number of molecules of a given type comes before the name of the molecule. The
name of the molecule can contain one or more letters but no numbers or other characters.
The order in which the molecule types appear in the cluster name does not matter. As an
example, both 2A1D and 1D2A refer to a cluster consisting of two molecules A and one
molecule D. The properties corresponding to these molecule names are given in the cluster
set file.
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Running a simulation with
Matlab
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Chapter 4

Calling the driver

One of the files printed by the ACDC Perl code is the driver file, by default called
driver acdc.m. Doing a simulation with ACDC basically means running this driver. It
integrates the birth-death equations numerically, and gives as output cluster concentrations
as a function of time. The driver is called with the command

[C,T,conv,clust] = driver acdc(Tmax {,C0{,T0} } {, ’Option’, {Value}} ...);

where Tmax is the length of the simulation, initial concentrations can be given in C0
(optional) at time T0 (optional), and further options are described below. The input and
output concentrations C0 and C are in cm−3, and the input and output times Tmax, T0
and T are in s. The output variable conv has the value 1 if the simulation has reached
steady-state and zero otherwise, and clust is a cell array containing the list of cluster names.

Integrating the birth-death equations naturally requires some initial values. The default
assumption is that the initial concentrations of all molecules and clusters are zero, and in
order to get some non-zero concentrations, the user needs to give either initial concentrations
or source terms for some molecule or cluster types. The concentration of some monomer or
cluster, or the sum of several monomers or clusters, can also be set to a constant value.

4.1 Initial concentrations in a vector

Initial concentrations can be given in a row vector with a length equal to the number of
clusters. The minimal syntax for solving concentrations as a function of time is then

[C,T] = driver acdc(Tmax, C0);

but other input parameters can also be included after C0.

4.2 Initial or fixed concentrations or source terms from
a file

The other way of setting input concentrations is to use a source-constant-initial file. This
approach is also used for setting source terms for some molecules or clusters or fixed values
for specific concentrations or sums of concentrations. The minimal syntax for solving

19
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1
2
3
4
5

initial 1N 1e10
constant 1D 2e8
constant 1A 1e7 -1A1D-1A1N
source neg 10
source 2Na 1e4

Figure 4.1: An example source-constant-initial file.

concentrations as a function of time is then

[C,T] = driver acdc(Tmax, ’Sources in’, filename);

but other input parameters can also be included.

Figure 4.1 shows an example source-constant-initial file. On line 1, the initial concentra-
tion of the molecule N is set to 1010 cm−3. Line 2 sets the concentration of molecule D to a
fixed value of 2 · 108 cm−3, and line 3 sets the sum of the concentrations of molecule A and
clusters consisting of one A and either one D or one N to a fixed value of 107 cm−3. Lines
4 and 5 define source terms of 10 cm−3s−1 and 107 cm−3s−1 for the negative charger ion
and the cluster of two Na molecules. (Note that the charger ions are not treated like normal
molecules: they don’t have the number 1 in front, and their properties are also not defined in
the cluster set file.) All cluster names appearing in the the source-constant-initial file need
to be exactly in the same format as in the cluster names appearing in the Matlab files.

4.3 Input parameters

4.3.1 Tmax

duration of the simulation in seconds (added to T0), or vector containing output time points
(not added to T0).

4.3.2 C0

an optional row vector (or matrix) containing the initial concentrations (on the last row).

4.3.3 T0

if C0 contains concentrations as a function of time, the corresponding times should be given
in the column vector T0.

4.3.4 ’No dofluxes’

the driver does not call dofluxes.m and no related output is printed

4.3.5 ’No fluxes’

the driver does not call dofluxes.m or formationrate.m and no related output is printed
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4.3.6 ’Sources in’, filename

input file containing source terms, concentrations to be kept constant and initial concentra-
tions

4.3.7 ’Sources out’, filename

output file for monomer source terms, only used if steady-state is reached

4.3.8 ’Constants out’, filename

output file for constant monomer concentrations, only used if steady-state is reached

4.3.9 ’C neutr’, filename

output file for concentrations of neutrals

4.3.10 ’C neg’, filename

output file for concentrations of negatives

4.3.11 ’C pos’, filename

output file for concentrations of positives

4.3.12 ’Fluxes’, filename

output file for fluxes

4.3.13 ’Outmat’, filename

output file for matrix containing collisions going out from the system

4.3.14 ’Cluster data’, filename

output mat-file for cluster names, masses, diameters etc.

4.3.15 ’Cfun’, {cluster function variable1 variable2 ...}

function giving the concentration of some molecule or cluster as a function of time or
other concentrations, example: ’Cfun’, {’1A’ ’acidfunction’ ’T’} (acidfunction.m gives
acid concentration as a function of time) or ’Cfun’, {’1D’ ’dma from ammonia’ ’1N’ ’T’}
(dma from ammonia.m gives DMA concentration as a function of ammonia concentration
and time)
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4.4 Output parameters

In addition to concentrations and time points corresponding to the concentrations, also
several other output parameters are available. The full syntax for calling the driver with all
possible output parameters is

[C, T, converged, clust, Cf, J out, flux, out, outflux matrix, sources, form]

= driver acdc(Tmax {, C0 {, T0}} {, ’Option’, {Value}, {...}});.

4.4.1 C

Cluster distribution in cm−3 as a function of time T.

4.4.2 T

Time points (seconds) corresponding to C.

4.4.3 converged

1 if the simulation has reached , 0 if not, and -1 if there are negative concentrations lower
than the threshold value -10−12 cm−3.

4.4.4 clust

A cell array containing the cluster names.

4.4.5 Cf

Final cluster distribution in cm−3.

4.4.6 J out

Particle formation rate (rate out of the system) in cm−3 s−1 as a function of time.

4.4.7 flux

Net fluxes from i to j (cm−3 s−1) are given in the matrix elements flux(i,j). In col-
lisions/fissions involving two similar clusters, the flux is from the point of view of the
SMALLER cluster, i.e. must be divided by 2 when considering the point of view of the
larger cluster.

4.4.8 out

fluxes from i out to a cluster with j mol1 (cm−3 s−1) are in out(i,j+1,k) with k=1: neutral,
k=2: neg, k=3: pos, k=4: recombination in collisions involving two similar clusters, the flux
is from the point of view of the outgrowing clusters (i.e. does NOT need to be divided by 2)
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4.4.9 outflux matrix

fluxes going out of the system by collision of clusters i and j (cm−3 s−1) are given in the
matrix elements outflux matrix(i,j) for i=j, the flux is from the point of view of the outgrowing
clusters (i.e. does NOT need to be divided by 2)

4.4.10 sources

sources of each species (cm−3 s−1)

4.4.11 form

formation rates of clusters with j mol1 in the system (cm−3 s−1); (DO NOT trust this 100%
because it hasn’t really been used or tested)
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